
Codebook: R1 Digital Scholarship Program Survey 
 
Below are the codes created and applied for the qualitative inductive coding of the Digital Scholarship 
Program survey. The sections below for Q6, Q9, Q11, and Q13 from the survey include examples of 
respondent text that was coded with each theme identified for the question. Q14 to Q17 include examples 
as well as code definitions that were created and used by authors one and two as part of their independent 
coding process. Respondents’ full free-text answers to the questions are not included in the survey dataset 
to preserve respondent anonymity - instead the dataset includes the coded responses for the qualitative 
questions listed below.  

Q6. Funding sources 
Funding sources were coded into 8 categories, reflecting the type of academic unit indicated.  
 

 
 

Code Examples  

Libraries “University Libraries,” “Library base budget,” “Library 
Operation Funds” 

Gifts “Endowed by [named] Family,” “Private Donors (DSI 
programming, first 2-3 years worth of funding), 

Office of Provost/President/Research “Office of the Provost,” “Division of Research (start up 
funds,” “Office of the Vice President for Research and 
Economic Development” 

Colleges “College of Letters and Science,” “School of 
Architecture” 

Grants “National Endowment for the Humanities,” “NIH,” 
“NSF,” “Mellon Foundation” 

IT “Office of Information Technology,” “Information 
Technology Services,” “Central IT” 

Departments “Comparative Literature,” “Department of Intercollegiate 
Athletics,” “History department” 

Institutes/Centers “eScience Institute,” “Institute for Advanced Study,” 
“Center for Innovation in Teaching and Learning” 



Q9. User support topics  
 
26 codes were used to capture general areas of support provided by DS programs to their users. 
 

Code Examples 

Audio & video “media - digital storytelling, podcasting, communicating with media, 
etc.”, “video creation,” “Oral history” 

Data analysis & 
programming 

“Data Modeling and Programming,” “Machine learning / deep 
learning,” “computational thinking,” “data analysis” 

Data curation “Data curation and mining,” “text encoding,” “data curation” 

Data management “Data Management/DMPs/Reproducibility,” “Data sharing,” “research 
data management” 

Data reference “Finding data,” “Data/corpus acquisition,” “Information retrieval” 

Data storage “Data storage/esp. sensitive data,” 

Data visualization “Visualization,” “network visualization,” “Data viz” 

Databases “Data modeling and information design,” “Building a research 
database” 

Digital archives, collections, 
& exhibits 

“digital exhibits,” “digitization,” “digital collections,” “Scanning and 
OCR” 

Digital pedagogy “Digital pedagogy,” “class projects,” “Classroom use of DH tools,”  

Digital preservation “Digital preservation,” “Digital Archiving/Recovery,” “Data rescue” 

GIS & geospatial “GIS,” “mapping,” “digital mapping 

Grants “grant proposal writing,” “grant applications” 

Graphic design “Graphic Design/Adobe support” 

Institutional repositories “Institutional Repository help” 

Legal “Copyright,” “Intellectual property issues for sharing scholarship” 

Making & fabrication “Makerspace, 3D printing,” “3D Reconstruction/Fabrication,” “maker 
technologies” 



 

Q11. Types of outreach  
 
16 codes were created to represent different general types of outreach. 
 

Q9 TABLE continued...  

Network analysis “Network analysis,” “network visualization” 

Online publishing & 
scholarly communication 

“Digital publishing,” “scholarly publishing,” “publishing, authors' 
rights, scholarly sharing” 

Other “Digital projects”, “Physical spaces,” “digital humanities,” “games,” 
“introduction to digital scholarship,” “Technical skills development” 

Project design & 
management 

“Community-led design and development, “Project conceptualization, 
scoping, management,” “making & design thinking,”  

Statistics “Statistical analysis help,” “statistics” 

Text mining “Text analysis,” “text mining” 

Virtual & augmented reality “VR and AR,” “Immersive Visualization/XR,” “Unity 3D” 

Web design & development “Web design,” “Web Dev / Coding,” “Digital scholarship web 
projects,” “interactive narrative,” “UI design” 

Web hosting “Web hosting,” “web storage” 

Code  Examples  

Another unit’s website “Libraries website news,” “Campus event calendar,” 
“libguides” 

Collaborative partnerships “partnerships - workshop series with partners like 
graduate school, office of research, research computing, 
etc.,” “Participation in research centers,” “Work with the 
Research Support Services” 

Communications & PR “Press releases,” “University PR” 

Department visits/outreach “Department and lab visits,” “contacts with directors 
graduate studies”  

DS program’s website “Website and blog,” “updated web presence” 



 

Q13. Duplicative sources  
 
The specific units identified by respondents as providing duplicative support were coded into sixteen 
different categories representing common kinds of academic entities. 
 

Q11 TABLE continued...  

Email “Email,” “listserv,” “hub’s newsletter” 

Events “Special events,” “speaker series,” “guest presentations,” 
“talks/symposia” 

Networking “Personal outreach,” “coffee/in-person meetings,” 
“informal networking at campus events” 

Office hours & consultations “Open office hours,” “consultation services,”  

Other “Highlighted articles about validated programs,” 
“through participations in campus-wide working groups” 

Outreach by other campus staff “Promotion during library instruction,” “Library events 
outreach and PR,” “Campus/Provost announcements” 

Referrals & word of mouth “word-of-mouth/advocates,” “Snowballing/referrals 
following the cultivation of 1:1 relationships” 

Signage “Flyers,” “digital signage,” “print workshop brochure,” 
“handouts - available in the library, to librarians teaching 
classes, and brought to departments around campus” 

Social media “library social media - to advertise events, services, 
inform during times like open access week, etc.,” “social 
media (Insta,Twit,Face),” “Twitter” 

Tabling “Tabling at campus events,”  

Teaching “workshop series,” “classroom visits,” “Integration with 
courses for credits” 

Code Examples  

Academic department “Visual Resources Center/Art History Department,” 
“MA Program in Digital Humanities” 



Q13 TABLE continued...  

College “Research Design Technology, Arts and Sciences,” 
“School of Data Science,” “School of Information 
Studies” 

Commons “Social Sciences Research Commons,” “Technology 
Hub,” “Data Commons,” “Digital Humanities 
Commons” 

Department “Data Science TAE” 

Initiative “Futures Initiative,” “Newcomb Institute Technology 
Initiatives,” “Quantitative Initiative for Policy and Social 
Research” 

IT - Central “Academic technology,” “Campus IT” 

IT - Collegiate “The collegiate IT groups we are not partnered with,” 
“College of Arts and Sciences' Creative and Technical 
Services” 

Lab “Innovation Co-Lab,” “Media Lab” 

Libraries “Digital Library & Scholarly Technologies (Libraries),” 
“Digital Library Technology Services,” “Health Sciences 
Library Scholarly Communication” 

Makerspace “Engineering (Makerspace),” “MakerLab,” “Advanced 
Production Lab (for School of the Museum of Fine Arts 
students)” 

Other “Media Depots,” Medical Illustration Group,” “Teaching 
Support” 

Research center "Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities,” 
“Institute for Computational and Data Science,” 
“Interdisciplinary Humanities Research Center” 

Research division “Office of Research,” “Office of the Vice President for 
Research,” “Research computing,” “Research 
Communications” 

Studio “Digital studio,” “Media and Design Studio” 

Teaching center “Teaching and Learning Center,” “Center for Digital 
Innovation in Learning” 



Q14. Major successes 
 
21 program practice themes were created to reflect respondents’ identification of the major successes of 
their digital scholarship program. 
 

Q13 TABLE continued...  

Unknown “Data services,” “data management” 

Code Definition Examples 

Adding staff Creating new positions 
and/or hiring staff; faculty, 
staff, grad, ug positions; 

“The addition of a Biomedical Data 
Librarian.” “...re-establishing the 
Lab and making superb hires…” 
“Funding for additional staff lines.” 

Building initiatives/services Includes expanding and 
launching initiatives, 
services, and other 
strategic/intentional areas of 
support. Examples: library 
publishing, open access, 
research data management, 
faculty fellows; includes 
developing a service model 

“...bringing advanced training 
opportunities to campus.” 
“Beginning a Library Publishing 
Service using open software 
platforms.” “ We've added a number 
of functional resources and services 
for our researchers through RDS.” 

Building partnerships Developing new 
partnerships or 
strengthening partnerships 
with other institutional 
units, community partners; 
include "community 
building" 

“...expanding partnership with other 
campus units.” “We don't have 
dedicated technical staff so our small 
team... along with our close partners 
in the Libraries are jack-of-all 
trades...” “Cross-departmental 
groups and associated events and 
programming.” 

Building physical space Opening in a new space, 
reconfiguring existing 
spaces, moving elements of 
services into other spaces 

“Launching in a new large space in a 
new library building.” 

   



Q14 TABLE continued...   

Creating guides/OER Creating educational online 
resources, OERs, Library 
guides, etc. 

“...develop new online resources for 
the library.” “The development of 
open educational resources.” 

Delivering training/events Workshops and training;  “We... have started to amp up our 
workshop programs.” “Running 
several theme-based event series 
including workshops, speakers, and 
hackathons.” 

Developing a tool Custom build of a digital 
tool 

“Developing a shared 
repository-based digital research and 
publication platform to support 
digital scholarly projects.” 

Expanding utilization Building user base, bringing 
in more clients; include 
general mentions of 
outreach 

“The launch, growth, and 
development of [open access IR]” 
“Expansion of faculty and graduate 
student projects;” 

Improving communication Improving communications, 
comms plans 

“pulling [services] together has 
provided an easier pathway for 
scholars to get connected with these 
services and to discover them on the 
library website more easily. 

Improving/maintaining 
reputation 

Work to improve 
institutional, national, etc. 
reputation and identity 

“building a general identity as the 
place to get help with 
computationally intensive research 
methods. “ 

Launching digital scholarship 
program 

Starting the program 
formally 

“Our formation :)” “Creation of the 
department” 

   



Q14 TABLE continued...   

Licensing/maintaining a tool Supporting and/or 
launching an open source or 
commercial tool - both 
hardware or software; 
include digital 
libraries/repositories, 
publishing platforms, 
website CMSes, etc. include 
general 
hardware/infrastructure 

“The implementation and integration 
of Scalar for digital publishing and 
exhibition.” “We have also provided 
conference support via Open 
Conference System.” “Beginning a 
Library Publishing Service using 
open software platforms.” 

None Use if respondent shares 
that there are no successes 
to note; not for blank 
responses 

“The program is brand new and has 
been sort of sidelined because of 
Covid and the stay-at-home orders.” 

Offering degree/certificate/credit 
courses 

Offering paths for degrees 
or certificates (curricular or 
informal) 

“offering for credit courses;” “We 
debuted two new Master's programs” 

Offering grants/fellowships Include undergrad, grad and 
other student fellows, 
internships, RA positions 
and other financial support 

“Grant program for using open 
educational resources and/or 
library-licensed resources to replace 
traditional textbooks” “ongoing 
summer graduate fellowship 
program;” 

Other Used to group entries where 
a code was only used once 

“lobbying for all librarian-ranked 
staff to be eligible to serve as PIs in 
grants” 

Program evaluation Assessment, evaluation, etc. “We have also developed some 
assessment metrics” “A study of 
digital scholarship activities and 
services on campus” 

Securing budget/grants/gifts Securing money, internally 
or externally, for DS 
programs (grants, gifts, etc.) 

“ developing sustainable, 
permanently funded program of 
support for digital projects;” “ability 
to get some grant funding” 



 

Q15. Challenges 
 
20 codes were created to reflect the various kinds of practical challenges identified by respondents for 
Q15. Some overlap with codes used in Q14 and Q17. 
 

Q14 TABLE continued...   

Supporting research projects Supporting and building 
digital exhibits, websites, 
and other digital projects to 
support a specific scholarly 
(research) needs; 

“We've collaborated on faculty grant 
applications, supported ongoing 
projects, and with instruction” 
“Publishing multiple scholarly sites 
for research and pedagogy” 

Supporting teaching projects Curriculum integration, 
class visits, development of 
assignments 

“integration of relevant digital 
scholarship methodologies and tools 
and emerging technology into 
classes” “Our Digital Instruction 
Program has provided faculty an 
opportunity to have fully supported 
digital assignments and collaborative 
cohorts.” 

Sustaining the digital 
scholarship program 

Working to improve 
sustainability of program; 
includes aligning/dropping 
services to improve overall 
program; building political 
capital 

“The major success is the longevity 
of the program, which has strived to 
scale to demand in a sustainable 
way.” 

Code Definition Examples 

Broadening/deepening 
expertise 

Challenges learning new skills, 
technologies, methods, areas. 

“Staying abreast of new 
technologies and methods” 

Building 
initiatives/services 

Challenges expanding and launching 
initiatives, services, and other 
strategic/intentional areas of 
support.  

“Funding for expanding services 
and ability to offer tools and 
platforms” 



Q15 TABLE continued...   

Building partnerships Challenges with new partnerships or 
strengthening partnerships with 
other institutional units, community 
partners; include "community 
building" 

“The Library is also less 
hierarchical than IT units, and that 
has sometimes made collaboration 
difficult,” 

Communication Challenges with communicating 
about the program; lack of user 
understanding of DS program and 
services 

“Outreach. There are so many 
messages going out to people at 
the university that our outreach 
gets lost in all of the information. 
It's a constant struggle.” 

COVID-19 Issues associated with COVID-19 “Most recently, one of our biggest 
challenges is working remotely 
due to COVID-19.” 

Developing/supporting 
tools 

Challenges in creating and/or 
supporting tools; lack of 
technological infrastructure 

“Lack of... dedicated technology” 

Hierarchy/institutional 
barriers 

Issues with institutional and 
organizational structures 

“Inertia, silos, and territoriality 
within the library itself” 

Insecure/inadequate 
funding 

Budget not secure “Getting all essential staff 
members on permanent 
institutional funding;” 

Insufficient capacity Lack of ability in services, 
programs, events to meet demand. 
Includes general sense of being 
spread thin and reductions in 
services. Also includes inability to 
offer sufficient 
training/education/workshops. 

“If we receive an influx of clients, 
we will be unable to adequately 
meet their needs with our current 
level of staffing resources.” “Lack 
of time, lack of staff” 

Insufficient physical space Lack of physical spaces to support 
DS program and/or services 

“We have been bogged down in a 
very complicated remodel project 
for over three years, “ 

Insufficient planning Lack of planning to achieve 
program/service goals 

“changing/unclear priorities” 



Q15 TABLE continued...   

Lack of constituent 
interest/buy-in 

Lack of institutional buy-in, user 
interest and/or relevant curriculum 

“one of our biggest challenges has 
been institutional buy-in across 
campus, as well as making our 
presence and services known.” 
“not much interest from faculty in 
DH as it is formulated by our 
community” 

Managing expectations Client expectations mismatch 
offerings of DS program, staff, 
services 

“ Consultations are easy, but often 
the support people are looking for 
requires long term work. “ 

Other Used to group entries where a code 
was only used once 

 

Project management Issues in managing projects “Another primary challenge 
would be the expectations (and 
frequent misunderstandings), both 
internal and external to the 
Library, of what our department 
does and doesn't do;”  

Promotion of program Challenges with promotion of 
program and services, related to 
outreach;  

“promoting the fullness of our 
work with so many pieces not yet 
understood by all;” 

Sustainability Issues with the sustainability of 
program; includes needing to drop 
services, lack of political capital 

“Scaling and sustainability with 
current staffing (now on hiring 
freeze and spending freeze due to 
pandemic)” 

Technical 
debt/maintenance 

Challenges in maintaining support 
of custom technologies and projects;  

“We are successful at 
kick-starting projects, but as 
projects advance technically, we 
can't support them as well as we 
do.” 

Turnover/loss of staff Losing people in DS program jobs “We lost two staff members in a 
year” 

Understaffing Not having sufficient positions in 
DS program or institution to meet 
goals 

“there is more faculty demand for 
GIS services in the classroom and 
for grant projects than there is 
GIS experts available.” 



Q16. Assessment 
 
23 codes used to reflect various assessment practices shared by respondents for Q16.  
 

Code Definition Examples 

Best practices/peer programs Institutional benchmarking 
and other methods to 
investigate programs and 
services of other units or 
institutions. Include 
implementing 
national/international best 
practices 

“We compare our program to our 
institutional peers” “We can evaluate 
the effectiveness of a library 
program in meeting specific goals 
and objectives using an evaluation 
framework based upon the 
Kirkpatrick model of evaluation” 

Communicating success stories Documenting sharing best 
practices and user success 
stories 

“We find metrics are difficult in this 
space, but stories are very powerful.” 

Consultation statistics All stats related to counting 
consultations (and 
associated data) 

“We collect stats on every 
consultation” 

Evaluating quality Assessing the quality of the 
DS Program and its 
offerings 

“Success has largely been measured 
by progress toward specific unit 
goals and the impact of particular 
programs” 

Funding statistics Tracking kinds of funding, 
grants, received. 

“We do a full report for Mellon 
every year, giving numbers for 
students and faculty affected, 
funding and publications, etc.” 

Informal feedback Word of mouth, 
conversations, etc 

“Anecdotal data” 

Inquiry statistics Tracking the number of 
inquiries, new users, 
requests; separate from 
consultation stats which 
track actual help provided 

“We also record the number of 
questions and consultations we 
receive from the University 
community,” “We keep stats on 
areas and request we cannot support” 

Leadership/staff retreat Retreats for DS program 
staff and/or institutional 
leadership 

“annual department retreat.” 



Q16 TABLE continued...   

None For when institutions report 
they do no assessment  

“we're not there yet in developing 
formal roadmapping, logic models, 
assessment strategies.” 

Other Use to group entries where 
a code was only used once 

“annual performance evaluations.” 
“inclusion in campus activities” 

Project/publication statistics Tracking outputs of 
scholars who use the DS 
program; number of 
projects, publications;  

“Every year we report on number of 
consultations, grants awarded, 
publications or exhibitions by center 
staff and affiliates” 

Report writing Reporting on DS program 
activities 

“Annual report” 

Senior leadership/partner input For input from these 
stakeholders outside of 
retreats, focus groups, etc. 
But more formally collected 
than informal feedback 

“faculty-student-staff review 
response committee, 
recommendation to Provost” 

Standardized evaluations Cases where evaluation or 
review is required by 
outside (e.g., grant) or 
institutional (e.g. upper 
administration) entities 

“ In addition to assessment we 
conduct ourselves, our center is up 
for external review every 3 years” 

Strategic planning Formal planning activities “Strategic plan” 

Technology usage Measuring the use of 
technologies (not web 
analytics) 

“statistics on… equipment checkout, 
and software usage. 

Training/event statistics Include in-class instruction 
and all quantitative data 
related to training, events, 
and teaching. 

“We track… our workshop and 
teaching activities” 

User demographics Specific mentions of user 
demographics 

“Impact: number of different 
academic departments and academic 
ranks (faculty, grad student, 
undergrad) represented in 
consultation, instruction, and event 
statistics” 



 

Q17. Priorities 
 
22 program practice themes were used to code program priorities identified by respondents. 19 of these 
were the same as those used for Q14. 
 
 

Q16 TABLE continued...   

User surveys Surveys of users; include 
user needs assessments and 
feedback forms 

“We ask workshop and webinar 
participants to complete a feedback 
form” 

Website analytics Data from websites, guides, 
etc.; include usability 
testing 

“Google analytics for websites;” 

Success category Definition Examples 

Adding staff See Q14 “Addition of a Scholarly 
Communications Librarian.” 

Broadening/deepening expertise building staff expertise in 
new domains, and tools, etc. 
to do new work and 
improve existing services 

“skill building for ourselves” 

Building initiatives/services See Q14 “Rebuild our instructional offerings 
after staff loss.” “Growth in DH 
education and related areas” “We 
will launch our research data 
management support service over the 
next year, “ 

Building partnerships See Q14 “A second priority is to integrate our 
unit more closely with other related 
units on campus” 

Building physical space See Q14 “Launching a new space” 

   

Creating guides/OER See Q14 “Open educational resources will 
continue to grow in importance.” 



Q17 TABLE continued...   

Delivering training/events See Q14  “We are trying to provide a more 
regular and set program for our 
workshops and trainings.” 

Expanding utilization See Q14 “attracting more undergraduates and 
meeting demand for that audience” 

Improving communication See Q14 “ improve outreach and 
communication to promote our 
specialties as method-driven and not 
limited to a select range of 
Humanities-oriented disciplines.” 

Improving/maintaining 
reputation 

See Q14 “Enhance the reputation of [School] 
and support the ability of 
faculty/colleges to craft rich 
narratives of the significance and 
impact of their work. 

Launching/reorganizing digital 
scholarship program 

Starting, reorganizing, or 
merging the program 

“Establish a Digital Scholarship 
Services Department with dedicated 
staff, resources and space.” 

Licensing/maintaining a tool See Q14 “connecting our IR as a registry to 
data sets that we are now collecting 
in Dryad” 

None See Q14 “No idea. We have become very top 
down, and my department is waiting 
on word from above.” 

Offering degree/certificate/credit 
courses 

See Q14 “being instructors of record for 
accredited digital scholarship 
courses.” “working on 
micro-credentialing in the form of 
issuing digital badges” 

Offering grants/fellowships See Q14 “Growing a funded fellowship 
program” 

Other See Q14  



 

Q17 TABLE continued...   

Program evaluation See Q14 “we need to do some broad needs 
assessment work in scholarly 
communication and data” 

Securing budget/grants/gifts See Q14 “securing more funding from Mellon 
or elsewhere, or obtaining funding 
locally from the university” 

Social justice Explicit mention of social 
justice goals, and/or 
addressing racism 

“our center has always supported 
social justice initiatives... We intend 
to make this far more explicit in our 
mission.” “Developing awareness of 
points of intervention that serve to 
advance social justice and/or 
anti-racist goals.” 

Supporting research projects See Q14 “Increasing support for our graduate 
students… in terms of helping them 
develop their own digital projects as 
part or AS their dissertations” 

Supporting teaching projects See Q14 “integration of digital scholarship 
activities into curriculum” 

Sustaining the digital 
scholarship program 

See Q14 “sustaining our work in the face of 
budget cuts” 


